Thin metal plates ͑flyers͒ were launched from an aluminum-coated glass support using nanosecond and picosecond Nd: yttrium aluminum garnet laser pulses at 1.06 µm. The velocity of the flyers was measured as a function of incident fluence and of the delay between two consecutive laser pulses using a time-of-flight method. Profilometric scans of the craters formed on the substrate provided an accurate mapping of the crater's morphology and enabled a realistic estimation of the flyer's mass. The combination of these measurements allowed the determination of the flyer's kinetic energy and hence the efficiency of the launching process as a function of the initiating laser's energy. Threshold fluences of 1.3-2.0 J / cm 2 and acceleration efficiencies up to 0.45 were measured under our experimental conditions. The results show that acceleration efficiency rises with the energy of initiating laser and drops when the delay time between two pulses of 10-ns full width at half maximum becomes larger. The acceleration efficiency is also reduced ͑relative to a 10-ns laser pulse͒ when the process is initiated by a single 20-ps pulse. On the basis of these data we assume that the launching efficiency may be optimized by using 2-ps laser pulses with a subnanosecond delay time between them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research on ablative acceleration of thin foil targets by intense pulsed lasers began in the late 1970s. The main motivation was to achieve sufficient velocities for thermonuclear ignition.
1,2 Improvements of this technology, mostly by combination of optimized metal thickness with transparent substrate, allowed utilization of laser accelerated thin foils ͑flyers͒ as an easily engineered quantitative tool in highpressure physics, 3 astrophysics, 4 material sciences, 5 and for ultrafast ignition of explosives. [6] [7] [8] Small flyers, typically a few microns thick and 1 mm in diameter that are accelerated by this method, have a uniform planar front 9 propagating at supersonic velocities ͑up to 100 km/s͒ and are able to create a shock wave in a target material.
Flyer formation is a complex process, which can be regarded as a sequence of different steps ͑absorption of laser energy by the substrate, plasma generation in the substrate/ metal interface, absorption of laser irradiation by plasma, plasma heating and expansion, and flyer formation and its release and flight͒, which occur on different time scales. 1 Much effort has been devoted in attempts to understand the influence of different parameters ͑e.g., laser-pulse duration, energy, wavelength, and polarization͒ on the ablation efficiency 1, [10] [11] [12] and flyer formation energy threshold. 13 Investigation of the dependence of the ablation efficiency of thin copper films on the laser-pulse length upon front irradiation showed that it is high when driven by femtosecond and nanosecond laser pulses, but the ablation is less efficient when the pulse width is on the picosecond time scale. 10 However, as far as we know, there is still a need for quantitative experimental data on influence of these parameters on the flyer's acceleration efficiency. Adopting Lawrence and Trott's 14 definition of the flyer's acceleration efficiency ͑k͒ as the ratio of the flyer's kinetic energy to the laser energy input, the main difficulty in the determination of k is the precise evaluation of the flyer's mass. Usually the mass is determined by measuring the dimensions of the crater formed in the film upon ablation and assuming that the mass of the missing material is equal to the flyer's mass. 15 This approximation often overestimates the actual mass as it does not take into account the material left on the crater's rims and vaporized material. 16 The accurate determination of the flyer's acceleration efficiency at different launching conditions was the main motivation of this study. Measurements of the flyer velocities and profilometer scanning of the irradiated area of film allowed reliable determination of the ablative acceleration efficiency. In addition, the effect of splitting the laser pulse and delaying one beam with respect to the other was studied. The motivation for this part was an attempt to optimize the acceleration of the flyer by heating the plasma generated in the process, as optimal plasma heating can be obtained by adjusting the delay between two pulses. 10 In this paper we report results obtained with nanosecond and picosecond laser pulses.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experimental system is presented schematically in Fig. 1 . The operation of the experimental setup-flyer creation-acceleration part and the monitoring systems are briefly described below.
A. Flyer creation-acceleration system
The substrates used in this work were microscope slides covered with a thin aluminum film ͑containing 3% copper͒ coated by sputtering on one face. between 0.5 and 9.0 µm. Flyers were created by mildly focusing a laser beam on the backside of the microscope slide, so that a small part of the coating was ablated off the slide leaving a crater in the film. The lasers used for these experiments were Nd: yttrium aluminum garnet ͑YAG͒ lasers operated at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm.
The first set of experiments was performed with a linearly polarized Nd:YAG laser ͑continuum model YG681-10͒ having a 10-ns pulse duration ͓full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͔͒ and up to 0.5 J/pulse. Exploratory experiments were run with a single laser pulse, and in subsequent ones the laser beam was split so that the coated microscope slide ͑hereafter-the target͒ was irradiated by two pulses with a predetermined time delay. In these experiments the original laser beam was divided by a beam splitter into two beams A and B. Beam A was directly focused on the sample ͑normal to the target͒ whereas beam B passed through a three-mirror delay line. Beam B was incident on the target at about 7°w ith respect to the normal and the two laser beams were overlapped at the target to a spot of about 1-mm diameter with accuracy of about 0.1 mm. The sample was placed before the laser beam waist to avoid dielectric breakdown in air. The energy of beam A was kept constant near the flyer creation threshold whereas the energy of beam B was varied using a Glan-Taylor prism polarizer ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Laser-pulse energies were measured by a thermopile laser power meter ͑Ophir model 10A-P-V2-S4͒.
A second set of experiments was performed using a single pulse ͑20-ps FWHM, 1064 nm͒ of a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser ͑continuum model Leopard D-10͒. The laser fluence on the target was controlled by changing the distance between the focusing lens ͑focal length 20 cm͒ and the sample. The differences in irradiated area were taken into account in the calculation of the ablative acceleration efficiencies.
B. Monitoring systems
The flyer velocity was measured by a time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ method. A continuous-wave ͑cw͒ HeNe laser beam ͑632.8 nm, 0.5 mW͒ was directed by two mirrors parallel to the target surface and focused into the slit of monochromator equipped with photomultiplier; its intensity was measured ͑after proper attenuation͒ by a photomultiplier tube ͑Hamamatsu R928, 2.7-ns rise time͒. The mirrors were placed on a micrometer translation stage allowing the distance from the monitoring beam to the sample to be varied from 0 to 2.5 cm at 5-µm resolution. The flyer moving away from the target attenuates the HeNe probe beam intensity which is detected by the photomultiplier tube.
In the single pulse experiments on the nanosecond time scale, the TOF was determined optically ͑as described above͒ and also by a high-speed piezoelectric polyvinylidenefluoride ͑PVDF͒ gauge ͑Piezotech͒ mounted at different distances from the target. In some of these experiments the target and monitoring systems ͑optical and piezoelectric͒ were placed in a vacuum chamber which enables control over ambient pressure in the 2-700-torr range.
C. Profilometer scans
The profile of the irradiated surface was measured with a profilometer ͑Veeco, Dektak 8͒ with 0.5-µm horizontal and 1-Å vertical resolutions.
III. RESULTS

A. Flyer creation and acceleration by a single 10-ns pulse
A typical attenuation signal of the probe laser intensity ͑optical TOF measurements͒ is shown in Fig. 2 ͑top͒. The TOF was determined as the time of maximum gradient in the first negative going part of the signal ͑see lower part of Fig.  2͒ . The small increase in light intensity observed at around 0.5 µs is due to light emission from the hot plasma that follows the flyer. The results of TOF measurements for several film thicknesses at different distances of flight are summarized in Fig. 3 . The flyer initial velocities can be readily determined from these graphs. At flight distances exceeding approximately 1 mm the curves visibly deviate from linearity; in subsequent experiments measurements were taken only over shorter flight distances.
Plotting the initial velocities as a function of laser-pulse energy allowed the determination of the energy fluence threshold for flyer formation. The fluence threshold ͑15 mJ/ mm 2 ͒ was found to be nearly independent of the film's thickness ͑in the range of 3-9 µm͒. The results of the optical TOF measurements were compared for some selected samples with the PVDF piezoelectric gauge measurements. A typical piezosignal is shown in Fig.  4 ͑bottom͒. As can be seen the signal exhibits several maxima and minima as a function of time. The gauge's signal is proportional to the rate of the pressure change caused by the flyer's collision with the target, and the initial dynamic pressure exerted on the gauge ͑Fig. 4 top͒ is given by time integration the first positive and negative peaks ͑Fig. 4 bottom͒ according to Eq. ͑1͒,
where S͑t͒ is the detected signal, C is the piezoelectric gauge constant, R is the probe resistance, and a is the flyer's area. The fast time response of the gauge allows an accurate determination of flyer's TOF at different distances ͑the TOF was determined as the first maximum of the integrated signal͒. The results obtained by this method for different pressure conditions ͑Fig. 5͒ correlate well with the optical TOF measurements.
The absolute values of the pressure exerted by the flyer cannot be measured under our experimental conditions by the gauge due to the mismatch of its thickness ͑100 µm͒ and the flyer-driven shock wave-front width ͑several microns, depending on flyer thickness͒. 7, 15 However, the PVDF signal can be used for measuring the relative pressure under by different loading conditions. The detector output was measured as a function of time for different flight distances; the maximum value ͑see Fig. 4͒ when the gauge was placed in contact with the microscope slide ͑zero distance͒ 17 is defined as P max 0 . Increasing the flight distance led to a decrease in the gauge's signal. The maximum signal at each flight distance ͑P max D ͒ was normalized to P max 0 for each experiment. The normalized maximum signal recorded upon irradiation of 3-µm films at ambient atmospheric or 2-torr pressures was found to be independent of ambient pressure and to decrease nearly exponentially as a function of the flyer's flight distance. This result was taken to indicate that the flyer's area increases as it travels away from the substrate.
B. Initiation by two consecutive 10-ns pulses
Typical probe laser attenuation signals observed when two laser pulses were used to initiate flyer launching are presented on Fig. 6 . Increasing the total initiating energy increases the attenuation amplitude and decreases the timeof-flight. In a series of measurements, the energy of the first laser pulse was kept at 19 mJ whereas the energy of the second was varied. A plot of the distance traveled by the flyer as a function of time for various energies of the second pulse is shown in Fig. 7 .
Initial flyer velocities, diameters of holes formed in the Al film, and launching efficiencies ͑obtained as described in Sec. III C below͒ are summarized in Table I . Figure 8 is a photograph of a microscope slide after a typical irradiation series. Fig. 3͒ using two 10 ns laser pulses; the delay between the two pulses was 1.9 ns; the first pulse's energy was 19± 1 mJ and the energy of the second varied between 0 and 90 mJ; the sum of the energies of the two pulses ͑E tot ͒ is listed in the inset. It can be seen that the size of the craters left on the coating changes significantly as a function of the total energy input reflecting the Gaussian profile of the laser beam.
FIG. 7. TOF measurements ͑as in
A more detailed view of the holes was obtained by profilometric scans. Figures 9͑a͒ and 9͑b͒ show the craters formed upon irradiation by two 10-ns pulses separated by a 1.9-ns delay and by a single 20-ps laser pulse. Ablation leads to the formation of a crater with an elevated thin rim whose height is a function of the irradiation conditions. The rim's thickness is smaller for the nanosecond laser experiments than for the picosecond ones. Another difference is that in the nanosecond laser ablation, some of the glass substrate is also ablated, whereas in the picosecond laser case, essentially only the metal film is affected.
C. Flyer launching efficiency
The flyer's mass was estimated by the product of the volume of cavity created in the metal film upon flyer launch and the bulk density of aluminum. A zero-order approximation was based on the crater's diameter as measured by optical microscopy and the nominal coating thickness. Two corrections to this value were applied: the first takes into account the mass loss due to evaporation, as suggested by Watson and Field in experiments 16 whose conditions were similar to those of the present experiments ͑for flyers created using total initiating laser energies up to 70-mJ evaporation depth is about 350 nm, for 80 mJ is 450 nm, and about 700 nm for 110 mJ͒; the second correction takes into account the metal remaining in the crater's rim ͑Fig. 9͒. It turned out that the first correction was smaller than the second under typical conditions of our experiments.
As can be seen from Fig. 9 , irradiation by the short ͑20 ps͒ laser pulse left a much greater portion of the metal mass in the crater's rim, compared to the longer ͑nanosecond͒ laser pulses.
The flyer's mass was found to increase significantly near the threshold fluence value of 15 mJ/ mm 2 , and to approach a constant asymptotic value at initiating laser fluence exceeding about 100 mJ/ mm 2 . This threshold determination is in good agreement with the value derived from the single pulse TOF experiments.
The measured flyer's mass and velocity were used to calculate its kinetic energy and hence the efficiency of formation as a function of total energy input ͑Fig. 10͒ for different delays between two pulses. The launching efficiency, defined as the ratio of the flyer's kinetic energy to the total laser energy used to launch the flyer, is listed in Table I for the nanosecond laser experiments. It is seen that the efficiency using zero or a 1.9-ns delay extrapolates to about 45% at high laser energy, whereas when the delay between the two pulses is 4-7 ns, the extrapolated efficiency is about half that value. The threshold energy is slightly higher for the two laser-pulse experiments ͑ϳ19 mJ͒ than for the single pulse irradiation ͑ϳ15 mJ͒. For a fixed total energy the launching efficiency using the picosecond laser was approximately 7% of that obtained using nanosecond pulses.
IV. DISCUSSION
The enlargement in the crater's diameter as the laser energy increases ͑cf. Fig. 8͒ is a direct consequence of the existence of threshold energy for flyer formation and the Gaussian beam intensity profile of the initiating laser. The lifting of material from the surface occurs in the area where the laser energy is greater than threshold energy; the heated metal in the region immediately bordering this area under- FIG. 9 . Profilometric scans of the craters in a 3.5-µm Al film following flyer launching. H is the vertical displacement and x is the horizontal displacement along the diameter of the crater. Inside diameters of the craters are displayed, as well as the diameter at the maximum height. ͑a͒ Double pulse experiment, using two 10-ns pulses, 1.9-ns delay between pulses. The total energies used are shown above each figure. The positions of all optical elements were not changed, except the angle of rotation of the Glan-Taylor prism. ͑b͒ Single pulse experiment, using a 20-ps laser pulse. The energy of the laser was fixed at 34 mJ/pulse, , the approximate fluence at the sample, was varied by adjusting the position of the focusing lens. Please note the vertical scale change. goes a plastic deformation, with the result that the launch of the flyer is accompanied by extrusion of the metal to form an elevated rim around the hole formed in the film ͓Figs. 9͑a͒ and 9͑b͔͒.
The plasma and gases formed in the glass/metal interface region have to be sufficiently hot to create the pressure needed to lift the film. Two important stages of this process that occur on different time scales are initial plasma formation and its subsequent heating by resonance absorption of the laser energy; therefore the overall efficiency of flyer launching may be optimized by proper choice of the laser's pulse duration or of a delay between a sequence of two pulses. Inserting a short delay between two 10-ns pulses ͑equivalent to lengthening the duration of the laser pulse͒ appears to reduce the launching efficiency ͑Fig. 10͒. This may be explained naively as due to cooling of the plasma formed between the metal and the glass substrate making its oscillation frequency off-resonance with that of the laser, resulting in less efficient absorption. By using picosecond pulses it may be possible to achieve better timing for the arrival of the second pulse so that the plasma's oscillating frequency is on-resonance with the laser. 1 Another possible reason for the reduced efficiency could be slight misalignments of the two laser pulses, which in concert with the longer time available for radial losses and heat transfer to the substrate make a smaller fraction of the laser energy available for launching the flyer.
Utilization of shorter laser pulses of 20-ps FWHM duration reduced the efficiency of the process compared to the nanosecond laser pulses ͑Table I͒. This is due to at least two reasons. First, as this is the time scale that corresponds to achieving thermal equilibration for electrons and for phonons in the solid, 18 not all electronic energy delivered to the solid can be converted to heat. Second, the plasma formed may not be hot enough for the process to proceed efficiently. Indeed, as seen from Table I , irradiation with a single pulse of this duration results in lower efficiency of the launch. Since "lengthening" of the nanosecond pulse ͑by splitting to two and delaying͒ also reduces the launching efficiency it appears that the optimal pulse length would be in the subnanosecond region but above 20 ps.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A systematic investigation of thin metal flyers acceleration under different conditions was performed by measuring the flyer's velocity and profilometry of the irradiated films. Profilometric scans help to obtain a reliable estimate of the mass of the ejected flyer and of the topography of the laseraffected region. The experimental results show that the mass of heated metal actually leaving the surface to become a flyer depends strongly on laser-pulse width and energy. At high energies and a laser-pulse width of 10 ns the film in the irradiated area is almost completely lifted from the substrate to form the flyer and the rim around the resulting crater is quite small; at lower energies ͑close to the threshold value͒ and with a laser-pulse width of 20 ps the film is raised from the surface but much of its mass remains on the rim around the crater. The total mass of the flyer as well as the overall launching efficiency reaches an asymptotic value as the laser energy is increased. The limiting launching efficiency of 45% is obtained under the experimental conditions used in this work at a fluence of approximately 10 J / cm 2 . Experiments with two successive 10-ns laser pulses showed that flyer formation and acceleration are possible even if the fluence of each pulse is lower than the threshold value; the flyer acceleration efficiency is reduced at long delay times. The efficiency decrease is probably due to cooling of the irradiated zone before the second pulse reaches it. Comparison of the results from two pulse experiments on nano-time-scale with those performed with a picosecond pulse suggests that there is some optimal pulse duration for flyer acceleration at subnanosecond time scale.
